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ARphymedes - A journey of learning
 

Dear supporters of the Arphymedes Project,

With great emotion and gratitude, we welcome you to the latest edition of
the Arphymedes Project Newsletter. Today, we would like to reflect on our
extraordinary journey together and celebrate the success of our
educational mission.

The Arphymedes project has been an incredible journey into learning,
thanks to your support and active participation.

Our main goal was to provide innovative and inspiring educational
resources for teachers and students, making learning an engaging and
accessible experience.
 

� 
Teacher Book - Instructions for a bright future

Arphymedes' Teacher Book played a key role in nurturing the brilliant

https://mailchi.mp/ba60a3663827/arphymedes-11th-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]


minds of teachers who used this valuable resource to enrich their lessons
with creative ideas and engaging activities. 
 

📖 
Student Book - Explore, discover, grow

Students had the opportunity to explore new worlds of knowledge through
our Student Book. This exceptional resource has captivated young minds,
nurturing curiosity and stimulating their thirst for knowledge. We are
confident that the seeds of learning we have planted will lead to
extraordinary results in the lives of our students.

🌐

Continue exploring - arphymedes.eu

Our website arphymedes.eu will remain active and accessible to continue
to take advantage of all our resources, including the Teacher Book and

Student Book will be available and *free* to download. We are confident
that your commitment to learning and ambition to create a better future

will always accompany us.

Finally, we would like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for your
support on this extraordinary educational journey. The Arphymedes
Project would not have been possible without your participation and

passion for education.

With deep gratitude,

The Arphymedes Team

https://www.facebook.com/ARphymedes
https://arphymedes.eu/teachers-training/index.html
https://twitter.com/ARphymedes
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9AZT1Pxk0mtKEz-ptkhaRg
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